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Abstract: Recently, with the discovery of various security threats, diversification of hacking attacks,
and changes in the network environment such as the Internet of Things, security threats on the
network are increasing. Attack graph is being actively studied to cope with the recent increase
in cyber threats. However, the conventional attack graph generation method is costly and time-
consuming. In this paper, we propose a cheap and simple method for generating the attack graph.
The proposed approach consists of learning and generating stages. First, it learns how to generate an
attack path from the attack graph, which is created based on the vulnerability database, using machine
learning and deep learning. Second, it generates the attack graph using network topology and system
information with a machine learning model that is trained with the attack graph generated from
the vulnerability database. We construct the dataset for attack graph generation with topological
and system information. The attack graph generation problem is recast as a multi-output learning
and binary classification problem. It shows attack path detection accuracy of 89.52% in the multi-
output learning approach and 80.68% in the binary classification approach using the in-house
dataset, respectively.

Keywords: network security; attack graph learning; attack graph evaluation; multi-output learning;
deep learning; artificial intelligence; network protocol

1. Introduction

Intelligent targeted attacks such as advanced persistent threat (APT) identify vulnera-
bilities and use them to damage target systems by intelligently and continuously collecting
information about a single target with a special purpose [1–3]. These kinds of attacks are
the most damaging and worrying type of attack because they are difficult to detect and are
continuously attempted [4–8]. These attacks come through the vulnerable system in the
network, and even if the system containing important assets is primarily protected from
the attacker, the system cannot be protected if it is accessible through the vulnerable system
inside the network [4–12].

Recently, in particular, as the Internet of Things (IoT) has been widely used, more
and more vulnerable systems have proliferated inside the network [9–13]. As the risk
of cyberattacks increases, companies and institutions are introducing various security
systems to protect information assets, and are making efforts to maintain a safe network.
However, responding to the latest attack types that are continuously evolving and develop-
ing still remain a difficult problem [2,3,8–12]. In particular, the exponentially increasing
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vulnerabilities of the latest systems are becoming obstacles in keeping the system safe
from cyberattacks.

To resolve the aforementioned problems, attack graph technology which predicts the
attack path of an attacker is being actively studied. Its main purpose is to predict the
attack path and identify the potential attack path from the attacker’s point of view [14–23].
Through the identification of the attack path, it can help the administrator to identify the
target to be protected by focusing first on various information assets in the network system.
However, in order to generate an attack graph, not only network topology and system
information, but also a vulnerability database must be built in advance, which is a costly
and labor-intensive task. In addition, in order to generate an attack graph, a large amount
of computation is required because cross-correlation must be calculated for all systems
(nodes) connected to the network. Therefore, research on a new attack graph generation
method is required to predict possible attack paths and identify potential attack paths by
generating an attack graph at low cost based on artificial intelligence techniques. Research
and development for a system that generates attack graphs at low cost by introducing
artificial intelligence techniques is still in the growing phase [22,24–32].

This paper proposes a novel approach for the attack graph generation model using
topology and system information, which is trained to predict the attack path with the
attack graph generated from the vulnerability database. Once trained, the proposed model
generates the attack graph by means of predicting the attack path using only topology
and system information. First, we propose a feature extraction and expression method for
learning an attack graph generation model using network topology information, system
information, and attack path information. Second, we recast an attack graph generation
problem as a problem of multi-output learning and binary classification problems. We then
employ the machine learning and deep learning models for training the attack graph, which
are created based on the vulnerability database, and generate the attack graph. Finally,
we present a quantitative and qualitative evaluation metric of the attack path predicted
through the attack graph generation model. The proposed approach achieved attack path
prediction accuracy of 89.52% in multi-output learning and 80.68% in binary classification
with the in-house dataset.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide the related
works. In Section 3, we then propose the attack graph training and generation model based
on multi-output learning and binary classification. Experimental results and explanations
are provided in Section 4. In Section 5, we present discussions of the proposed approach.
Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

2. Related Works

In this section, we summarize a literature review that is closely related to this study.
This provides basic information on the attack graph generation model and the theoretical
background for this paper. It consists of the attack graph generation model, machine
learning and deep learning for supporting attack graph training and generation, and the
evaluation metrics for attack graph training and generation.

2.1. Attack Graph Generation Model

H.S. Lallie et al., described how attack graphs and attack trees represent cyberattacks
in terms of visual syntax in [33]. They showed that although there are many advantages
to displaying cyberattacks as an attack graph or attack tree, there is an inconsistency
regarding the way cyberattacks are represented in attack graphs and attack trees. Through
this, the necessity of visual standardization was explained. This is the first paper to
present a detailed critical analysis of the visual syntax of attack modeling techniques.
B. Che et al. [34] proposed an estimation mechanism for evaluating the core nodes of IoT
systems based on the attack graph. The estimation of the main node includes two parts.
One is the utilization relationship between nodes, and the other is the effect on the system
after the node is attacked. They quantify these two parts using the node importance value
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and the node risk value. First, the node importance value is calculated by considering
the attack path through the node and the probability that the attacker will give up the
attack. Second, they proposed two quantitative indicators to comprehensively evaluate the
impact of a node on system security in addition to node vulnerability and attack results,
and calculate the node risk value based on the gray correlation analysis method. Third,
the core node of the IoT system can be obtained by integrating the node importance value
and risk value. J. Zeng et al., introduced the basic concepts of attack graphs, their creation
methods, and computational operations in [35]. In addition, they described several types
of attack graph analysis methods such as graph-based methods, Bayesian-network-based
methods, Markov-model-based methods, cost optimization methods, and uncertainty
analysis methods. They provided the basic idea of this study, provided their own research
framework, and introduced various methodologies through it.

2.2. Machine Learning and Deep Learning for Supporting Attack Graph Training/Generation

D. Xu et al. [36] presented various research trends on multi-output leaning. They
presented the rationale to support the definition of the problem to be solved in this pa-
per. The learning approach of the attack graph introduced in this paper can be defined
as a multi-output learning problem, and various machine learning and deep learning
problems can be redefined as a multi-output learning problem. The goal of multi-output
learning is to simultaneously predict multiple outputs given an input. This is an important
learning problem for decision-making, as it involves many complex factors and criteria
for making decisions in the real world. Classic cases of multi-output learning include
multi-label learning, multi-dimensional learning, and multi-object regression. Through
a comprehensive review and analysis of the multiple-output learning paradigm, they
present the key mathematical definitions of multiple-output learning, and present the
major challenges in the field and corresponding solutions found in the literature. Among
the problems of multiple-output learning, various methodologies of the multiple-output
regression approach were introduced in [37]. In recent years, many approaches have been
proposed to deal with the increasingly demanding multi-output regression task. They
introduced various methodologies for state-of-the-art multiple-output regression methods
that are classified as problem transformation and algorithm adaptation methods. They
also provided information on the most popular performance evaluation measures, pub-
licly available datasets for multi-output regression real-world problems, and open source
software frameworks.

2.3. Evaluation Metrics for Attack Graph Training/Generation

D. Xu et al. [36] introduced metrics to evaluate the performance of multi-output learn-
ing. In this paper, the problem of learning how to generate an attack graph is defined
as a multi-output learning problem. Therefore, the performance evaluation method of
multi-output learning is used as basic data that can be referenced in presenting the perfor-
mance evaluation method for the method proposed in this paper. They divided metrics
into classification-based metric and regression-based metric. They introduced various
performance evaluation methods such as example-based metrics including hamming loss,
label-based metrics including macro averaging and micro averaging, mean absolute error
(MAE), mean squared error (MSE), and average correlation coefficient (ACC).

3. Attack Graph Generation Model Based on Machine Learning
3.1. Feature Extraction and Presentation Method for Attack Graph Model Learning
3.1.1. Data Collection and Processing Containing Network Phase Information, System
Information, and Attack Path Information

Data are collected about topology and asset information needed to predict the offen-
sive vulnerabilities of or vulnerabilities to cyberattacks targeting a computer network [2].
Collected topology and asset information is saved in a database within an attack graph. The
data undergo the preprocessing stage so that they can be used by a machine learning model.
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In data preprocessing, the texts of the data are converted into numbers, and the rows of
numbers are converted into matrixes that can express network connectivity. Randomly
generated topology is mapped against a prediction-based attack path and then saved in a
database along with the asset information of each topology. Also saved in the database are
edges between hosts (e.g., the flow of packets), vulnerability points of each host, and paths
generated based on predictions. The topology of a computer network is organized in a
virtual environment with the asset information of each host (or network device) randomly
organized in a virtual topology to predict the offensive vulnerabilities to a cyberattack of a
computer network built virtually. The asset information of a host includes the operating
system of the host and the service run on the host. Prediction-based attack paths are based
on the right answer data of the asset information of topologies or hosts included in a
topology. Topology and asset information is matched to its corresponding prediction-based
attack path before being saved in a database. Figure 1 shows the concept map of data
collection and processing.
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Figure 1. Concept map of data collection and processing.

The structure of the final learning and test dataset is organized by the labels that cover
data parts and the correct answers used in real learning and inference. Labels represent the
attack paths generated based on the vulnerabilities of the systems participating in learning.
Figure 2 shows the partial content of a data instance.
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Figure 2. Example of data instance.

The collected and processed dataset consists of an adjacency matrix of size 23 × 23
for both data parts and labels. Since the adjacency matrix consists of a symmetric square
matrix, only the upper triangular part of the matrix is selected and reorganized as the
vector of 276 dimensions to save memory and accelerate calculation when it is used as an
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input of a machine learning/deep learning algorithm. As a result, we have 276 attack path
candidates that can be used as attack paths. Figure 3 shows the attack path location of the
entire dataset as a histogram. It can be seen that many attack paths are distributed in a
specific location among 276 paths.
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3.1.2. Attack Graph Feature Extraction and Presentation Method Based on Local Information

A data representation including network phase, system, and attack path information
has 276 dimensions of input data and 267 dimensions of labels, being used as the data of
multiple-output learning, in which target variables infer several individual outputs based
on the characteristics of the entire input data. In the present study, problems are redefined
to check whether the concerned links are included in an attack path through the learning
of correlations between adjacent nodes with a focus on the local information of the input
data. The input data and labels represented in a vector of 276 dimensions are reorganized
as an adjacency matrix of 23 × 23 with the original 23 nodes (computer systems or network
devices) to extract the characteristics for the representation of local-information-based
attack graphs. Figure 4 shows the visualization and output results of the input data and
labels reorganized as an adjacency matrix of 23 × 23.
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Figure 4. The visualization of data instance.

Each row and column of the reorganized 23 × 23 adjacency matrix means nodes
1~23. Cell Cij organized at row (i) and column (j) in the adjacency matrix represents the
value of the connection information of nodes i and j. That is, Cell Cij organized at row (i)
and column (j) offers scores that take into consideration phase and system information
between nodes i and j. The input and label dataset represented in an adjacency matrix
is a graph with no directionality for each, which means that the adjacency matrix of
each input dataset and label is organized as a symmetric square matrix. An adjacency
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matrix representing input data has 0 for a cell with no connections between nodes and real
numbers between 0 and 1 for a cell with connections between nodes based on the phase
and system information between the nodes. An adjacency matrix representing labels has 0
for a cell with no attack paths between nodes and 1 for a cell with an attack path between
nodes. Figure 4 shows that a total of four squares are divided and have values along the
diagonal line of an input data adjacency matrix. Here, each square has nodes within each
subnet and scores based on phase and system information. Nodes within different subnets
have no connections and thus no scores. Cells with the scores of certain columns and
rows except for a diagonal line represent connections between the network connection
devices and other nodes. A basic model is designed as follows to extract and represent the
characteristics of a local-information-based attack graph including network phase, system,
and attack path information: first, characteristics including local information are extracted
from the connectivity (adjacency) matrix information including network phase and system
information. Then, ground truth values are extracted from the connectivity (adjacency)
matrix information including attack path information. Here, the characteristic values
including local information select all the values overlapping with masks according to the
mask size, and labels or ground truth values have the median value of masks. Algorithm 1
shows the algorithm for extracting local characteristics. Figure 5 shows its diagram.

Algorithm 1. Extraction algorithm of network local-information-based attack graph
characteristics.

· Extracting local characteristics and their ground truth by sliding mask information on learning data and
attack graph ground truth.
· In learning data, all the values of mask positions (e.g., 3 × 3 characteristic value for a 3 × 3 mask) are
extracted as characteristic values.
· The median value of masks is extracted as the ground truth of local characteristics.
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This algorithm performs a local extraction basically on a 3 × 3 mask, but it can grow
the mask size variably for a large network and subnet. In the present study, an algorithm
is organized on a 3 × 3 mask as data are generated for a relatively small network of
23 nodes. As seen in the figure below, this method of extracting and representing local-
information-based attack graph characteristics including network phase, system, and attack
path information has a problem of lost information when extracting the top and bottom
information right and left of the adjacency matrix of the given input data. This problem can
be solved by setting a large size for an adjacency matrix by one cell on a 3 × 3 mask or a
larger size than the mask center in the outskirts of input data. In this case, the additionally
expanded virtual domain can be filled with 0, 1, or the mean of the entire cells. When such
certain values are used to fill it up, however, the non-existent values can bring unexpected
results. In the present study, only the local characteristics extracted from the central part are
used to generate learning data, with the information extracted from the outermost outskirt
discarded. In a test, the outermost outskirt is filled with 0 to generate data.
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The local characteristics of the extracted input data are in a 3 × 3 matrix, and local
labels have scalar values 0 or 1. Local characteristics are converted into a vector of nine
dimensions or a matrix of one dimension to be used as the input of a machine learning
or deep learning algorithm. Figure 6 shows the examples of the local learning data and
characteristic labels of the extracted local characteristics.
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The process of collecting and processing data including network phase, system, and
attack path information built a dataset of 100,000 data instances in total with the input data
of 276 dimensions and labels of 267 dimensions. Of them, 80,000 and 20,000 were used as
learning and test data. A mask should move from left to right 20 times and from top to
bottom 20 times to extract the local characteristic vector of a data instance. There are a total
of 400 mask travels with 400 local characteristics and labels created for a data instance. The
local characteristics organized as overall 0 in the input data always lead to 0 labels, which
excluded such local characteristics from the extraction process. A total of 320,000,000 local
characteristics were extracted from a total of 80,000 learning data. Of them, only the ones
not organized as overall 0 were selected to organize 14,356,677 local characteristics and
labels for learning purposes. A total of 80,000,000 local characteristics were extracted from
a total of 20,000 test data. Of them, only the ones not organized as overall 0 were selected
to organize 3,589,331 local characteristics and labels for testing purposes.

3.2. Attack Graph Learning and Generation Method Based on Machine Learning

The present study proposes a learning method for attack graphs with a dataset built
in the process of collecting and processing data including network phase, system, and
attack path information and two datasets based on the local characteristics proposed
in the study. The old dataset was defined with inputs for the multiple output learning
method, and the datasets based on local characteristics were defined with inputs for binary
classification issues.

3.2.1. Attack Graph Feature Extraction and Presentation Method Based on Local Information

In the present study, an attack graph model can be regarded as a variation of a network
analysis model. An adjacency matrix, which is a graph representation of input data, can
be used to explore relations and interactions between nodes in a network structure. The
prediction of attack paths or links can be defined as an inference operation within its
subfield. G = (V, E) is a network graph. Here, V is a node set for the computer system or
network equipment. E is a connection set between nodes to represent relations between
nodes (or attack path links). Once a network snapshot is given, the goal of link prediction
is to infer whether there are connections between two nodes or attack paths. An output
vector yi ∈ Y = {0, 1}m is a binary vector to show whether there is an edge e = (u, v)
between node pairs u, v ∈ V and e ∈ E. m is the number of node pairs not showing on the
current graph G (or new node pairs that have not been observed), and yi is the number of
node pairs not currently connected in each dimension [36,38]. In multiple output learning,
a problem is generally defined by mapping each input instance on several outputs. In
the present study, input data x = Rd are supposed as input space of d = 276 dimensions,
and output data y = Rm are supposed as output label space of m = 276 dimensions. The
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goal of multiple output learning to be achieved is to learn f : X → Y in a training set
D = {(xi, yi)|1 ≤ i ≤ n}. In the problem definition, xi ∈ X is the characteristic vector
of d = 276 dimensions for each training instance (xi, yi). yi ∈ Y is the output vector of
y = Rm and m = 276 dimensions for xi. In the study, multiple output learning is defined as
a problem to find F : X → Y based on the training sample of input-output pairs. Here,
F(x, y) is a compatible function to assess compatibility between input X and output Y.
Equation (1) formalized the compatibility function.

f (x) = argminy∈Y F(x, y) (1)

A complex output structure increases the burden on an algorithm to define a model
significantly. That is, massive output, complicated output dependency, and complicated
loss functions can all be problems. Several algorithms were especially proposed to solve
such problems efficiently [36,37]. Many people make use of a classic machine learning
model to increase algorithm speed and mitigate the burden of complexity. The four most
popular traditional models are k-nearest neighbor (kNN), decision-making tree, k-means,
and hashing algorithms. The kNN-based method is a simple and powerful machine
learning model in which predictions are based on the nearest k instances to the test instance
vector in terms of Euclidean distance. The decision-tree-based method learns a tree in
training data by using a hierarchical output label space. Nodes are repeatedly divided until
each leaf includes a small number of labels. Each new data point is delivered under a tree
until it reaches a leaf. The k-means-based method clusters training data through k-means
clustering. SLEEC learns separate embedding for each cluster and classifies new instances
only within a cluster. The hashing method curtails prediction time by using hashing in
an input or middle embedding space. Co-hashing learns an embedding space to preserve
the semantic similarity structure between input and output and generates compressed
binary representations for learned embedding for prediction efficiency. DBPC captures the
latent non-linear structure of data with ANN and promotes the joint learning of deep latent
hamming space and binary prototypes. The learned hamming space and binary prototypes
reduce prediction complexity considerably and save memory and storage costs [36]. In
the present study, they are broadly used as algorithms to solve multiple output issues.
The study also applies an algorithm adjustment method to modify a certain single output
method to deal with the first multiple output dataset based on a simple kNN method. The
algorithm adjustment method sets a goal of modeling and interpreting dependency among
these objects as well as predicting multiple objects in general. The second application
involves a problem conversion method to convert a multiple output problem into a single
independent one each solved by a single output regression algorithm. Based on the basic
idea explained above, the study additionally proposes an algorithm adjustment method on
the basis of a neural network and deep learning. It is based on an idea of predicting all the
objects at the same time with a single model to capture all dependence and internal relations.
This offers a couple of advantages to the problem conversion method: it can interpret a
single multi-object model more easily than many single-object models and guarantees better
prediction performance for certain objects correlated [37]. In the present study, problems
were defined based on the following assumption according to the input and output of a
kNN algorithm: input data x = Rd are an input space of d = 276 dimensions, and output
data y = Rm are an output label space of m = 276 dimensions. The kNN algorithm can
define a multiple output learning method without additional organization by defining
input and output in the structure in multiple dimensions with a multiple output learning
method. In the study, the kNN algorithm was applied to multiple output problems with
the additional application of algorithms for neural network and deep learning models. As
shown in Table 1, the following four models are a summarization of machine learning and
deep learning algorithms.
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Table 1. Summarization of machine learning and deep learning algorithms.

Models Description

Model1 Input Layer: 278, Hidden Layer1: 512 with ReLU, Hidden Layer2: 512 with ReLU, Output Layer: 278 with Sigmoid

Model2 Input Layer: 278, Hidden Layer1: 512 with ReLU, Hidden Layer2: 512 with ReLU, Output Layer: 278 with Softmax

Model3 Input Layer: 278, Hidden Layer1: 512 with ReLU, Hidden Layer2: 512 with ReLU, Output Layer: 278 with ReLU

Model4
Input Layer: 278, Hidden Layer1: 1024 with ReLU, Hidden Layer2: 512 with ReLU, Hidden Layer3: 256 with ReLU,
Hidden Layer4: 128 with ReLU, Hidden Layer5: 64 with ReLU, Hidden Layer6: 32 with ReLU, Hidden Layer7: 64

with ReLU, Hidden Layer8: 128 with ReLU, Hidden Layer9: 256 with ReLU, Output Layer: 278 with ReLU

3.2.2. Binary Classification Learning Method

In the present study, attack graph learning and creation issues were solved by defining
binary classification problems based on local characteristics to define the issues defined
as multiple output learning issues as simpler ones and solve the problems of multiple
output learning mentioned above. Local characteristics have a 3 × 3 matrix, and local
labels present scalar values 0 and 1. Local characteristics were converted into a vector of
nine dimensions or a matrix of one dimension so that they could be used as inputs in a
machine learning or deep learning algorithm. Local characteristics are themselves the data
for binary classification issues. The present study proposes a simple neural network model
to solve them. Like multiple output learning problems, a three-layer neural network that
was simple and used most was defined with a binary classification model. The proposed
three-layer neural network was composed of an input layer of nine dimensions, hidden
layers 1 and 2 of 20 dimensions each, and an output layer of one dimension. ReLU was
used as an activation function for the hidden layers 1 and 2. Sigmoid was used for an
activation function for the output layer. A loss function used binary_crossentropy usually
used for binary classification and applied rmsprop for optimization.

4. Experimental Results

The attack graph learning and creation model proposed in the study was defined
with multiple output learning and binary classification issues. The attack graph creation
model was studied based on the learning data including network phase, system, and
attack path information. A model was proposed to infer and create an attack graph only
with network phase and system information. The problems of learning the attack graph
creation model mentioned above through machine learning or deep learning were defined
as multiple output classification, multiple output regression, and binary classification
problems to provide solutions and methods, but the assessment of the model cannot use the
performance evaluation method for the traditional multiple output classification, multiple
output regression, and binary classification problems. The prediction and inference results
of an attack path in the learned attack graph creation model are an attack graph itself. The
analysis and assessment of the attack graph’s results require the definition of remedies that
exist in a label (ground truth) but not in prediction and inference results and also exist in
prediction and inference results but not in attack paths and labels.

4.1. Definition of Performance Evaluation Method of Attack Graph Prediction Path

The biggest problem common in machine learning and deep learning research to
analyze network traffic and security data is data imbalance. There are few data that contain
the same number of learning objects for all the labels/classes in many applications. Data
balance breaks when a class or label has too many objects, which happens commonly
in many applications. The old models learned in such data tend to depend on a class
with a majority of objects for their outcomes. The data imbalance issue has impacts on a
learning algorithm and also the stage of measuring outcome performance. Especially in
security issues, it is widely different from the performance evaluation criteria of machine
learning whose performance measurement is general. The common approach is to apply
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separate weights for performance evaluation. For instance, an intrusion detection system
is assessed for its performance based on the error of detecting no hacker attacks in the
system and mistaking them as general acts rather than attacks. The latter type of error
issues wrong information to the system administrator, thus causing inconvenience for
users. The former type of error causes deadly security outcomes as well as preventing
the system from achieving its original purpose. The assessment of an intrusion detection
system thus places greater weight on the error of detecting no hacker attacks in the system
than that of mistaking normal acts as attacks. By the same logic, an attack graph creation
model brings more deadly results when detecting attack path links that do not exist than
detecting no real attack path links, which raises a need for a performance evaluation method
that takes into consideration the importance of errors. The attack graph learning and
creation method proposed in the study defined given problems based on multiple output
learning and binary classification learning. Multiple output learning is usually defined
based on a multiple output regression analysis method. As the literature review suggests,
the performance evaluation method of multiple output regression generally assesses the
multiple output learning performance as real number values along with regression issues.
Specific evaluation methods include mean absolute error (MAE), which levels off classical
single output regression matrixes to calculate absolute differences between the predicted
output and the real output for all the outputs and assesses a multiple output regression
model, mean squared error (MSE), which expands a regression matrix to calculate mean
square differences between the predicted and real output with a multiple output setting, and
average correlation coefficient (ACC), which measures the degree of connection between
the real and predicted output. The evaluation method proposed in the study interprets each
output based on the probability of an attack path on the concerned link and can be applied
to overall system performance, but its expansion to performance evaluation considering
the importance of errors is difficult in the case of predicting and inferring attack paths
explained above. The performance evaluation method of multiple output classification
can be considered as an alternative to that of multiple output regression. A metric based
on multiple output classification assesses the performance of multiple output learning
in relation to multiple label classification issues. Outputs are generally discrete values
and can use example- and label-based methods. An example-based metric assesses the
performance of a multiple output learning model in relation to each data instance. The
individual evaluation of each test instance in performance is followed by the reflection of
the model’s overall performance based on the mean of all the individual results. A specific
evaluation method is hamming loss, which calculates mean differences between predicted
and real outputs by taking into account both prediction and omission errors. A label-based
metric assesses performance in relation to each output label. The model is evaluated for
its means based on the calculated contributions of all labels across all the measurement
items. There are macro-averaging, which calculates the metric of each label independently
and obtains the means of all the labels with the same weight, and micro-averaging, which
grants the same weight to all the data samples. There are, however, limitations when
applying these methods to the attack graph learning and creation model proposed in the
study as they are. The learning outcomes predicted and inferred through the model provide
multiple output classification, multiple output regression, and binary classification issues
according to each proposed methodology. The results of multiple output classification
provide 2-class values (1 for an attack path, 0 for no attack path) according to the presence
and absence of an attack path between connected nodes in each cell of an adjacency matrix
in a created attack graph. The results of multiple output regression provide the probability
of an attack path between connected nodes in each cell of an adjacency matrix in a created
attack graph. They can be treated the same as those of the multiple output classification
above by substituting values over a certain probability value, with 1 meaning the presence
of an attack path, and values under a certain probability value, with 0 meaning the absence
of an attack path, in order to evaluate the presence and absence of a path. The output of
binary classification issues can be assessed using the same method above for the same
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results of multiple output classification issues except for the algorithm characteristics of
binary classification for each cell of an adjacency matrix in an attack graph. As seen in the
example of an adjacency matrix in an attack graph, each cell of an adjacency matrix created
can be interpreted as an output result itself and also as the result of binary classification to
check whether there is an attack path for each cell. The evaluation of an adjacency matrix in
an attack graph created can thus be converted into a problem of measuring the classification
accuracy of 2-class for the binary issue (1 for an attack path, 0 for no attack path) of the
concerned data instance by regarding the output results of each cell in an adjacency matrix
as the data instances of each classification problem. For instance, let us assume that an
attack graph is created with the input of a certain organization’s network phase and system
information. The network contains a total of n nodes, and an adjacency matrix of the attack
graph can be organized as an n× n adjacency matrix. The output results can be assessed
based on the binary classification (0 or 1) accuracy of data instances in n× n. The same
method can be expanded to assess the performance of an attack graph learning and creation
model with the simultaneous input of several organizations’ network information. The
most common method to assess the performance of binary classification problems is to
use a confusion matrix. Precision and recall are usually used as the evaluation indicators
to assess performance based on a confusion matrix. The calculation formula based on
precision and recall is as Figure 7.
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In the present study, attack graph learning and creation issues have the following
characteristics in the aspect of binary classification evaluation: first, there is imbalance
between classes. The data with a negative (0) label in the number of data used in learning
are much more than the data with a positive (1) label, which affects learning outcomes.
The number of output results predicted to be negative is considerably bigger than the
number of output results predicted to be positive. It is not impossible to evaluate a
system only with the imbalance of simple output labels, but there are limitations with the
accurate quantitative evaluation of system (model) performance with evaluation results;
and secondly, there is an issue of error weights for each label mentioned above. When an
attack graph creation model does not detect a real attack path link, it is more deadly than the
detection of an attack path link that does not exist, which raises the need for a performance
evaluation method that takes into consideration the importance of errors. It is highly critical
that an attack graph does not detect an attack path link that does exist in this study, which
leads to the proposal of using recall basically for performance evaluation. When it detects
an attack path link that does not exist, there can be various interpretations. Qualitative
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evaluation will be more reasonable than quantitative evaluation. The qualitative evaluation
method mentioned below will propose an alternative. The present study proposes a new
performance evaluation method by revising the old precision approach to consider the
importance of errors to supplement the limitations of recall in order to assess an adjacency
matrix in an attack graph only in the viewpoint of attack paths that are actually detected
based on the fact that it is more deadly for an attack graph creation model to detect no
real attack path links than detecting an attack path link that does not exist. This method
grants greater weights to true positive when calculating the revised precision, which is
found in Equation (2). Here, α and β are weights for true positive (TP) and false positive
(FP), respectively. The weight α and β is chosen according to the following conditions:
β = 1− α, α ∈ [0, 1].

Revised Precision =
(α + β)·True Positive

(α ·True Positive) + (β ·False Positive)
(2)

Figure 8 presents the examples of input data and labels used for attack graph study.
As Section 4 offered specific explanations, an adjacency matrix representing input data has
0 for cells with no connections between nodes and real numbers between 0 and 1 based on
the phase and system information between nodes for cells with connections between nodes.
An adjacency matrix representing labels has 0 for cells that have no attack path between
nodes and 1 for cells that have an attack path between nodes. In the figure below, there are
a total of six squares along the diagonal line of the adjacency matrix of input data. Each of
the squares represents connections between nodes within each subnet and obtains scores
based on phase and system information. Nodes from different subnets have no connections
between them and thus no score values. The cells with score values in certain columns and
rows except for the diagonal line represent connections between the network connection
equipment and other nodes in the network. That is, of the input data cells, the ones with no
score values (connection links between nodes with no physical links) have no links along
with the ones that correspond with labels (or attack paths).
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4.2. Performance Evaluation of Attack Graph Prediction Path

In an attempt to assess multiple output learning methods, the study compared the pre-
diction results of attack paths between the kNN-classification-based algorithm adjustment
method and kNN-regression-based algorithm adjustment method proposed in Section 3,
the neural-network- and deep-learning-based model, Softmax function for the activation
of the base model output layer, ReLU function for the activation of the base model output
layer, and encoding-decoding model. The output of the model can be interpreted as the
probability that the corresponding path will be used as an attack path. The attack path
detection is performed by means of thresholding. The test data explained in Section 3 were
used to assess the attack graph learning and creation model proposed in the study. Of the
20,000 test data, the lst, 10th, 100th, 1000th, 5000th, 10,000th, 15,000th, and 16,000th predic-
tion results and labels were presented as prediction result examples. The example graph for
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each methodology consists of eight rows and two columns in total. A subgraph presents a
pair of two rows. The upper row provides prediction results or outputs of the model, and
the lower one provides labels (ground truth). Figure 9 shows an image of the performance
evaluation result of the classification model (kNN classification) based on consisting of two
forms. The label in the lower part is divided into 0 and 1 out of a total of 267 paths and
1 is the actual attack path point. The prediction in the upper part is divided into 0 and 1
out of a total of 267 paths and the point marked as 1 is the attack point predicted through
the model. If the attack point of label and the attack point of prediction are the same, it
is classified as attack prediction success. Figure 9b shows an image of the performance
evaluation result of the prediction model (kNN regression, base model, sigmoid, Softmax,
ReLU, encoding-decoding) based on consisting of two forms. The label in the lower part
is divided into 0 and 1 out of a total of 267 paths and 1 is the actual attack path point.
The prediction in the upper part is a total of 267 path data, and the base model (model 1)
presents only points containing 30% or more probability values as a prediction model, and
the analysis model (model 2, model 3, model 4) are predicted by classifying only points
with 10% or more probability values. As for the criterion of the probability threshold for
each model, a section in which the interval between the data generation frequency values
was large was selected. If the attack point of label and the attack point of prediction are the
same, it is classified as attack prediction success. The experimental results are provided in
Figures 10–15. Figure 10 shows the attack path prediction results and Figures 11–15 present
the output of the models 1 to 4 in Table 1.
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Figure 9. Example of the classification and prediction model results. (a) Classification model.
(b) Prediction model.

In the example graph of attack paths for each methodology, the concerned index of each
outcome vector was used to check whether there was an attack path for the classification-
learning-based methodologies. The concerned index of each outcome vector was regarded
as a probability value to be used as an attack path for the regression-learning-based method-
ologies. The focus of analysis was on how useful it would be to adjust the percentage of
detecting no attack paths or mistaking attack paths based on the adjustment of threshold
values for the probability of using the attack path of each link. The goal of the analysis
was to determine whether the proposed methodologies based on multiple output learning
were worth additional research as methods to predict an attack path or learn and create
one. It also aimed to explore the possibilities of success, involving no specific performance
evaluation. The binary classification issues based on local characteristics proposed in the
study are more efficient and easier for application as attack graph learning and creation
methods. Specific performance evaluation was carried out for binary classification issues
based on local characteristics.
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Figure 10. The prediction results of the algorithm adaptation method based on kNN classification.
(a) Test data 1. (b) Test data 10. (c) Path test data 100. (d) Path test data 1,000. (e) Path test data 5000.
(f) Path test data 10,000. (g) Path test data 15,000. (h) Path test data 16,000.
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Figure 11. The outputs of algorithm adaptation method based on kNN regression. (a) Test data 1.
(b) Test data 10. (c) Path test data 100. (d) Path test data 1000. (e) Path test data 5000. (f) Path test
data 10,000. (g) Path test data 15,000. (h) Path test data 16,000.
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Figure 12. The outputs of the ANN and deep learning—output layer with sigmoid (model 1). (a) Test
data 1. (b) Test data 10. (c) Path test data 100. (d) Path test data 1000. (e) Path test data 5000. (f) Path
test data 10,000. (g) Path test data 15,000. (h) Path test data 16,000.
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4.2.1. Performance Evaluation of Multi Output Learning Model

As shown in Figure 10a, when the path test data are 1, the actual attack point is 5 points,
but the predicted attack point is 2 points, and the matched point of the actual attack point
and the predicted attack point is 1 point. As shown in Figure 10, there are two matched
attack points through the model when path test data are 10, and two matched attack points
when test data are 100, one for 1000, zero for 5000, zero for 10,000, two for 15,000, and
two for 16,000. Figure 10 shows the prediction outcomes of the kNN-classification-based
algorithm adjustment method. This methodology has the advantage of analyzing outcomes
easily by predicting attack paths, but the number of attack paths it predicted was small
as seen in the sample of prediction outcomes in the figure below. The methodology also
has high rates of detecting no attack paths and mistaking attack paths. These are data
imbalance issues due to the relatively high number of 0 labels as the methodology solves
each item of a label as a classification issue for the entire input data.

As shown in Figure 11a, when the path test data are 1, the actual attack point is 5 points,
but the predicted attack point is 10 points, and the matched point of the actual attack point
and the predicted attack point is 5 points. As shown in Figure 11, there are two matched
attack points through the model when path test data are 10, and four matched attack points
when test data are 100, three for 1000, three for 5000, two for 10,000, two for 15,000, and four
for 16,000. Figure 11 shows the prediction results of the kNN-regression-based algorithm
adjustment method. This methodology presents output values as probability values to
use the concern links as attack paths instead of labels to check whether there are links.
It records lower rates of detecting no attack paths and mistaking attack paths than the
kNN-classification-based algorithm adjustment method, but it has problems with applying
threshold values to extract an attack path. Threshold values that are too low will increase
the cases of mistaking attack paths, and threshold values that are too high will increase the
cases of detecting no attack paths.

As shown in Figure 12a, when the path test data are 1, the actual attack point is
5 points, but the predicted attack point (more than 0.3) is 3 points, and the matched point
of the actual attack point and the predicted attack point is 2 points. As shown in Figure 12,
there are zero matched attack points through the model when path test data are 10, and one
matched attack point when test data are 100, three for 1000, two for 5000, one for 10,000, two
for 15,000, and three for 16,000. Figure 12 shows the prediction results of the neural network
and deep-learning-based model. This methodology presents output values as probability
values in order to use the concern links as attack paths instead of labels to check whether
there are links, as well. Its prediction result examples confirm that it has improved the rates
of detecting no attack paths and mistaking attack paths from the kNN-regression-based
algorithm adjustment method. This methodology has few cases of detecting no attack paths
and relatively many cases of mistaking attack paths. It can be fully used as an attack graph
learning and creation method by adjusting threshold values properly.

As shown in Figure 13a, when the path test data are 1, the actual attack point is
5 points, but the predicted attack point (more than 0.3) is 0 points, and the matched point
of the actual attack point and the predicted attack point is 0 points. As shown in Figure 13,
there are zero matched attack points through the model when path test data are 10, and
zero matched attack points when test data are 100, zero for 1000, zero for 5000, zero for
10,000, zero for 15,000, and zero for 16,000. Figure 13 shows the prediction results of a
changed activation function (Softmax function) in the base model output layer. Compared
with the base model, it has lower performance in detecting no attack paths. However, its
performance improved from the base model in mistaking attack paths.

As shown in Figure 14a, when the path test data are 1, the actual attack point is
5 points, but the predicted attack point (more than 0.3) is 23 points, and the matched point
of the actual attack point and the predicted attack point is 5 points. As shown in Figure 14,
there are four matched attack points through the model when path test data are 10, and
four matched attack points when test data are 100, five for 1000, four for 5000, five for
10,000, three for 15,000, and five for 16,000. Figure 14 presents the prediction results of a
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changed activation function (ReLU function) in the base model output layer. It certainly
showed waveform changes compared with the base model and Softmax function, but it
had no large differences from the base model in terms of detecting no attack paths and
mistaking attack paths as in the Softmax function.

As shown in Figure 15a, when the path test data are 1, the actual attack point is
5 points, but the predicted attack point (more than 0.3) is 14 points, and the matched point
of the actual attack point and the predicted attack point is 2 points. As shown in Figure 15,
there are three matched attack points through the model when path test data are 10, and
five matched attack points when test data are 100, three for 1000, four for 5000, five for
10,000, four for 15,000, and four for 16,000. Figure 15 presents the prediction results of the
encoding-decoding model. It shows waveform changes (probability of using an attack path
in each link) compared with the base model, but it had no large differences from the base
model in terms of detecting no attack paths and mistaking attack paths.

4.2.2. Performance Evaluation of Binary Classification Learning Model

The attack graph learning and creation issue defined as a multiple output learning
issue proposed as a basic model in the research task was defined as a simpler issue. To
overcome the limitations of multiple output learning, binary classification issues based on
local characteristics were defined in order to define an attack graph learning and creation
issue. To assess this method, a total of 14,356,677 local characteristics and labels for learning
purposes were used to learn an attack graph model as explained in Section 3. A total
of 3,589,331 local characteristics and labels for testing purposes were used to assess its
performance. Of 14,356,677 learning data used in the learning, 784,026 and 13,608,651
belonged to Label 1 for attack paths and Label 0, respectively. Of 3,589,331 test data, 183,914
and 3,405,417 belonged to Label 1 and 0, respectively. In attacks by hackers, some nodes,
i.e., computers or network devices containing vulnerabilities are used as attack paths. As a
result, Label 1 representing the attack path is very small compared to Label 0, which is not
included in the attack paths. Figure 16 shows a confusion matrix for the evaluation results.
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The experiment results indicate that overall accuracy as recalled in terms of the entire
system classification was 76.43%. The accuracy of Label 1 as recalled in terms of detecting
attack path and Label 0 as recalled in terms of links that were not attack paths was 80.68%
and 76.20%, respectively. The revised precision proposed in the research task was 69.14%
when it was calculated with the weight α of 0.9 and the weight β of 0.1. In the research task,
detecting no attack paths was considered to be a more important evaluation index than
mistaking attack paths on an attack graph, which led to the weights of 0.9 and 0.1 for the
cases, respectively.

As for the concentration of the data used in the performance evaluations, the amount
of Label 0 data was bigger than the amount of Label 1 data by approximately 18.98 times
for learning data. For testing data, the amount of Label 0 data was larger than the amount
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of Label 1 data by 18.52 times. The cluster data imbalance issue must have exerted negative
effects on the learning and performance evaluations explained earlier. In general, data
imbalance is a challenging issue that the research communities of machine learning and
deep learning should solve. Despite the ongoing stream of various attempts to solve the
data imbalance issue, it remains an open issue that has not been solved completely and
requires different solutions for the different problem definitions of different domains. This
research task for attack graph learning and creation also needs to make continuous efforts
to contemplate and solve the issue. Despite the data imbalance issue, the experiment results
demonstrated the applicability of the attack graph learning and creation model based on
local characteristics proposed in the study of real systems.

5. Discussion

In this paper, we propose an approach to learn the method of attack path generation
from the attack graphs that are generated based on the vulnerability database. Table 2
summarizes the performance evaluation results of the machine learning and deep learning
models used to learn the method of attack path generation. As described in Section 3,
kNN regressor, kNN classifier, the deep learning algorithms summarized in Table 2, and
binary classifier were used as ways to learn the method of attack path generation. As we
mentioned in Section 4.2, the output of the model can be interpreted as the probability
that the corresponding path will be used as an attack path. The attack path detection is
performed by means of thresholding. The threshold value is set to 0.3 for model 1, and is
set to 0.1 for the algorithm adaptation method based on kNN regression and models 2 to 4.
As the performance evaluation metric, attack path detection accuracy is used. According to
the experimental results, model 1, a deep learning model, shows the best performance with
89.52%. Binary classifier shows lower performance compared to model 1 with an accuracy
of 80.68%.

Table 2. Performance evaluation results of machine learning and deep learning algorithms.

Models kNN
Regressor

kNN
Classifier Model1 Model2 Model3 Model4 Binary

Classifier

APDA * 69.25% 14.66% 89.52% 0% 82.66% 70.06% 80.68%

* Attack path detection accuracy.

The neural network/deep-learning-based methodologies show superior performance
than traditional machine learning methodologies, i.e., kNN regressor and classifier. In
the case of model 1, the output is limited to between 0 and 1, and the output is well
expressed as the probability of being used as an attack path. In the case of model 2, the
output is normalized so that the sum of all outputs became 1. As a result, the attack paths
with a small value are ignored. In the case of model 3, the output value was not limited.
Since the output of the model has a small overall value, many attack paths are ignored
when determining the attack path based on the threshold. Model 4 is designed to have
an encoding and decoding structure. The encoded information is trained to generate new
information rather than to restore the original information. That is, it learned to output the
attack path by receiving system information as input. However, the encoding information
has not been trained enough to generate an attack path. In the case of binary classifier,
the amount of negative data is very large compared to the amount of positive data. That
is, among the nodes of the entire network, the number of nodes used as an attack path
is relatively small, so when all paths are considered, the attack path is very small. As
a result, it is thought that the problem of data imbalance by class had a negative effect
on the learning and performance evaluation described above. In general, the problem
of data imbalance is a challenge to be solved in the machine learning and deep learning
research community. Although various attempts to solve the data imbalance problem are
ongoing, it is an open problem that has not yet been completely solved, and it must be
solved according to the problem definition for each domain. Even in attack graph learning
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and generation study, it is believed that it is necessary to continuously ponder and solve
the problem of data imbalance.

Considering the attack graph generated based on network topology and system
information, predicting an attack path that does not actually exist is as follows. First, it is a
case of predicting a link between nodes belonging to different subnets as an attack path.
Second, it is a case of predicting a link between nodes belonging to the same subnet as an
attack path. In the first case, since an attack path that cannot actually exist is predicted, it
can be evaluated as a negative factor in the qualitative evaluation of the generated attack
graph. In the second case, a detected node can be considered a path that does not exist in
the ground truth but can potentially be used as an attack path. If the value of the adjacent
matrix of the generated attack graph is considered as a probability value to be used as an
attack path, it is considered that the policy can be determined using the probability value
as a priority in terms of system security management.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a cheap and simple method for generating the attack graph,
which consists of learning and generating stages. It learns how to generate an attack path
from existing attack graphs using machine learning and deep learning. The trained model
generates the attack graph using only network topology and system information. This
study proposes a feature extraction and expression method for learning an attack graph
generation model using network topology information, system information, and attack
path information. The attack graph generation problem is recast as a multi-output learning
and binary classification problem and we then employ the machine learning and deep
learning models for generating the attack graph. This study also presented a quantitative
and qualitative evaluation metric of the attack path predicted through the attack graph
generation model.

The proposed approach suggests a low-cost, fast method to generate and evaluate an
attack graph suitable for a small organization by learning how to generate an attack path
from the attack graph built on the basis of the existing vulnerability database. As a result, it
is considered to be a very important study in that it suggests a new alternative for a small
organization to build a security system suitable for the characteristics of the organization
without a large investment.
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AI Artificial Intelligence
APT Advanced Persistent Threat
ANN Artificial Neural Network
MAE Mean Absolute Error
MSE Mean Squared Error
ACC Average Correlation Coefficient
kNN K-Nearest Neighbor
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DBPC Double-Blind Placebo-Controlled
SLEEC Sparse Local Embedding for Extreme Multi-Label Classification
ReLU Rectified Linear Unit
TP True Positive
FP False Positive
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